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 What do you mean I could not find it. I checked that very file on my computer and it was there. I then emailed myself the file
and when I opened it it was no longer there. I have done this many times with many other files, and it always comes back to this.

I'm not sure what else to try. Share this post Link to post Share on other sites Hi. I'm not a Mac user (I use windows), but my
guess is that the download was probably corrupt, so you should try downloading the file again. Does that file have a description
along with it, or is it just a simple ZIP file? If there is a description, try to cut it out before unzipping it. If you got the ZIP file,
you probably downloaded the file as an executable (run as a program) instead of a compressed archive, so you won't be able to

just extract the file from it. You'll have to extract the archive file, and then extract the file from the archive. As for your
description being removed - there might be something in the description that gives the location of the file, and that location
might not be in the temporary directory. Thanks for the help, it's much appreciated. I've tried downloading it again, with no

success. I've also tried downloading the file from another source, and that one has the same problem. The description is there, it
just won't extract. Just opened it in winzip and the description is there. I 82157476af
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